
Experiences of a Pit Monkey- my life as a Model Aircraft Flyer 
Spouse 

Subject What flyers say What spouses and helpers can expect 

Weather Looks a great day for flying, want 
to join me at the strip? 

What they actually mean is the wind in less 
than gale force 10 and its blowing down the 
strip. 
Dress for any weather condition and 
temperature up to and including impenetrable 
fog and snow.  

Time I’ll just go down for a couple of 
flights….want to tag along? 
 
Estimated time at the strip- 60 
mins 

They will fly their own plane twice 
Then they will fly a mates plane 3 times to test 
the new engine 
Then they will go with their mate to find the 
plane when the new engine cuts out 
Then they will help their mate recover the bits 
(scattered over an area of 3 fields) 
Then they will stand over the bin bag of balsa 
commiserating and planning the rebuild- that 
will probably take place on your kitchen table. 
Actual time at the strip 4 hours 

Toilet facilities I’ve never had an issue, there are 
plenty of places to go… 

If you are a boy that is true.   
If you are a lady I suggest limiting fluids at 
least 24 hours before you go down to the 
strip. 

Nature spotting 
opportunities 

I’ve never seen anything….I think 
Ian Ferrari was chased by a 
pheasant once… 

There are Deer, Foxes, Rabbits ,Hares, 
Buzzards, songbirds, Cuckoos, Pheasants, 
Wildflowers… unless it is on or above the strip 
they don’t seem to notice. 

Equipment Could you come down to give me a 
hand carrying a couple of things 
from the car? 

Expect the whole car to be full to the brim 
with Solar film covered bits.  You will end up 
making multiple trips from car to pits carrying 
wings, seats, screws for wings, the other 
screws for the wings they actually need, 
screwdrivers etc 

New planes What this ole thing?  I’ve had it 
ages, Colin was selling it, it only 
cost £26.50 

Expect a garage/ shed/. Spare room that 
sprouts more planes and engines on a 
monthly basis….  Much like your shoe rack and 
wardrobe.   
May be best to keep quiet on this one. 

Damage and crashes It was interference/ freak wind/ I 
was attacked by a pheasant/it was 
a factory fault/ I never trust those 
engines/ the batteries were faulty/ 
My transmitter has an intermittent 
fault that appears when I come 
into land  

Pilot  error 


